
Vaulderie (1)
A Vaulderie involves 3-15 willing vampires (including the officiant), and takes at least 5 minutes. It requires a ceremonial blade, a
suitable vessel (chalice, goblet, or similar -these don’t need item cards), and a Storyteller or other crew member.  It works like this:

● The officiant gathers participants together and reads from their Sacred Text or gives an inspirational speech, and expends
either the Anointed or the Ordained status trait to begin the ritual.

● The officiant then chants their ceremonial words for the Vaulderie, and roleplays cutting their wrist and bleeding into the
vessel.

● They hand the chalice to the most prestigious person in the circle (their call), who repeats the chant and ritual bloodletting
● Participants continue passing the blade and vessel to the left until everyone has contributed by both bleeding into the chalice

and repeating the officiant’s ceremonial words.
● The vessel is returned to the officiant, who says “May the bonds be broken” and roleplays taking a drink from the vessel
● The officiant passes the vessel to the next participant, who repeats “may the bonds be broken” and roleplays taking a drink
● Participants continue passing the vessel to the left until everyone has repeated the phrase and drunk from the vessel

The Storyteller or other crew member will privately ask each participant if they were being honest when they repeated the
ceremonial words, and when they said “may the bonds be broken”

If every participant in the rite, including the officiant, honestly says both the officiant’s ceremonial words and “may the bonds be
broken”, then the Vaulderie is automatically successful.

If one or more participants cannot or does not honestly say both the ceremonial words and “may the bonds be broken”, the officiant
is told that there are unfaithful among the assembled, and must make a test:

Mental attribute + Occult + (1 per assistant with the Vaulderie Merit) vs 25

No Willpower retest is possible, but expending the Devout status trait does allow a retest.

If more than 25% of the participants cannot or do not honestly say both the ceremonial words and “may the bonds be broken”, the
rite automatically fails and the officiant is told that this is due to doubt.

If any participant is being forced to participate in any way, the rite automatically fails and the officiant is told that this is due to
someone being present under duress.



Vaulderie (2)

A successful Vaulderie purifies the blood in the chalice, removing disease, drugs, and any powers that leave lingering harmful
effects.  All participants lose any existing Blood Bonds and gain (or possibly increase) a Vinculum to everyone else in the ritual.

When two character first participate in a Vaulderie rite together, they gain a Vinculum of rating 1 to each other.  After that, the
strength of the Vinculum is determined by how frequently and how recently they have participated together.

Rating Effect
1 Neutral-to-friendly feelings; you’d do something equivalent to a Trivial boon without feeling like you were owed

anything for your trouble
2 Friendly feelings and a sense of empathy.  You’d happily do something equivalent to a Minor boon without feeling like

you were owed anything.  You must spend a point of Willpower to kill someone you have a Vinculum of 2 towards.
3 Feelings of close connection and deep, long-established friendship.  You’d do them a Major boon without wanting to be

repaid, and have to spend Willpower to attack them with the intent to do harm.
4 You feel as though the other person is an integral part of your life, like a lover or trusted companion.  You will always

give them the benefit of the doubt, and will instinctively aid them up to the equivalent of a Blood boon.  You must
spend a Willpower per scene to work against their best interest; you must spend a Willpower per round to attack them
with the intent to do harm; and to kill them or knowingly allow them to be killed costs you a Willpower, else you will
stop what you’re doing and intervene to save them.

5 You are completely infatuated with them, believing anything they say and instinctively aiding them whenever possible,
even to your own detriment – you will freely do anything up to and including the equivalent of a Life boon for them.
To work against their best interest, you must spend 2 Willpower per scene; to attack them, you must spend 2
Willpower each round.  You are incapable of killing them, and of knowingly allowing them to be killed.

6 (House Goratrix Tremere only)
This person is the centre of your world view, and you would gladly commit the gravest of sins against your Road for
them.  You cannot under any circumstances work against their best interests, attack them, kill them, or knowingly
allow them to be killed.  To knowingly allow them to be harmed in any way, you must spend 2 Willpower or else you
will stop what you’re doing and intervene to save them.


